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The QuIckest ana most effective means
f~r emoower1ng worK-related anti-rac1sm
leadersn;p is to tra;n administratorsana 

staff t~ conduct reolicable
QrO9rams amon9 their col7ea9ues.

PEER TRAINING STRATEGIES FOR WELCOMING DIVERSITY

Cherle R. Brown and George J. Mazza

The Nationa Coalition Building Inst,tute (NCBIi has ed peer

tralning programs reduceto OrejUC1Ce 11 numerous ;:;ublic

prlva-r.e 1nstltutions thein Unit-eo

States,

:anaaa, :=ngiand
Northern

Ireland,

South

Africa,Israel,

and The t4ether 1 anos

(Sm;-r.h). The following essay will )present the operational

assumctions governing NCBr's peer training program, 2) the theory
and methodology of

NCBI's 

Prejudice Reduction Model, and 3) a

for

process developing peer training teams with sampling ofa

institutions that have implemen~ed NCBI programs.

Operational Assumptions

1NCBI

in the face of ;ntergroUD tenslons in the workplace.
r=or many

issues are so overwhelming ~hat 1t has been difficult far them ~~

know how to begln. Often the grea~est obstacle to taklng acticn

to address racism and other forms cf discrimination
IS the sense

that individual nitiatives have a minimal effect in i ght .:,i the
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ofenormity the problem. NCBI's strategy t~ overcome this key

obstacle 15 to traln a corps of employees who reclaim power by

leaaing concre~e, replicacle prejudice reduction workshoPS in a

variety of Bywork se't.tings. think ofcoaching this group to

themselves as prejudice reduction leaders, ~JCBI builds a team that

becomes a catalyst to effect deeper institutional changes

NCBI has found that encouraglng ofthe development peer

leadership teams to conduct prejudice reduction workshops is not

effect, 'Iean ':Jrganl zati anal it aisos'trategy, aut ~ -
I ~ .'3.n

effect,'"e teaching method for training leaders. When participants

to training program withcome the assumption that theya are

preparing to lead prejudice reduction workshops, their learning is

The planning and conducting ofboth more rapid and more profound.

leading ofworkshops reenforce the The effectivelearning.

prejudice reduction workshops requires each peer leader to be open

to examining and working through his or her own prejudices. It has

learns best ~y teaching. The peeroften been cbserved that cne

leadership ofgroup prejudice reduction workshops operates on a

similar principle: one learns best by leading.

(2) Proqrams ':0 welcome-j;vers;tv r-eau;re 3.n ,')nqo;nq

tothe only systemwide effortToo ofteninstitutional effort.

.:;v;l rightsaddress diversi~1 briefings concerninglssues are

Utilizing an in-house training

statutes.

More needs to be done.

team t~ conduct ~ngoing prejudice reduction programs allows both

public and prlvate organizations to respond more effectlvely to the
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oflssues work

d;scr;m1nat;on.

First, the training team is a

readily available resource that can be called upon a~ any t~me

theSecond, to the unique needs oftraining team can respond 3.

number of differen~ constituencies, such as senior managers, part-

time employees, displaced workers, line staff, and support service

team,providers. Third, the by oftraining including members

diverse backgrounds, lS able to respond to concerns that involve

particular groups as well as to concerns that ~nvoive the entire

workforce (for examcle, ~etween women 3.nd men; ~etween 13.bor and

Themanagement). themost affec'tive tralning teams ,'1C 1 ude

participation of all employees, from the most senior administrator

to the most recent recruit

(3 The establishment of oroactive traininQ orOQrams that

build stronq interqrOUD relations on are more effective than

Q.roqrams that resDonlj to ~sDecific incidents of racism or crises.

There is a tendency for organizations to aunch prejudice reduction

only followlng a painful of incidents.programs serles raCla

Although this response is understandable and at times appropriate,

one may be left with the false impression that the primary goal of

Anovert acts of bigotry.prejudice reduction work is to curtai

effectlve prejudice reduction program, however, must ~e much more

powerfuworkplace offers-:risis The :3,than intervention.

opportunlty for human beings from diverse backgrounds to learn how

For many the time at work may be the f;rs~ andive together.to

only tlme to come into close contact with others whom they do not
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select.

moaels for an increasingiy polarized society by jeveloplng

relations among all i5egments of the workforce.

A related tend,ency has been to Vlew prejudice reduction

may De perceivea the admisSl0nas of a serl0US racial problem
(Metz).

training have often been overlooked. Rather than developing a

response under preSSIJre following a racial incident, it is

as a valued asset. The peer training model offers a constructive

preventive alternative to crisis intervention.

Thomas
1990 claims that those corporations that focused only on

BlaCK/White or male/female theirissues in diversity awareness
programs were ess effectlve than those that addressed a wide range

of diversity issues. ,~aClsm in the United States, particularly in

regard to African-Americans, must always be a pr1mary focus of

prejudice reduction program. In addition, a major institut;ona

effor~ to welcome diversity should be inclusive of the many 'Iisible

and invlsible differences among employees,
including nationality,
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For example
NCBr has 1earned to ralse SQCla :lass issues at all of its

Many United States
citizens have

backgrounds have shaped their ofliews the world and their
interactions with others.

related, whenever the lssues of class are addressed NcaI has

One of the more controversia
~ssues in prejudice reduc~ion

focus solely on racism.

NCBr has found

including discussiona of other institutionalized forms of

discr1mination.

One of the insidious effects of racism ;s the

A common reaction

who have experlenced serious discrimination. For example, an
especially powerful bond among African-Amerlcans,

Gays/Lesbians,

1988
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5) Pre ucice reduction oroorams that are based on

Some employees respond negatively--some even '~ith hostility--to

prejudice reduction programs. It ;s important not to assume that

the problem rests only with the employees. The resistance ;s often

a response to confrontational programs that tend to pressure

A great challenge in doing anti-racism work is avoiding

extremes: 

~f people are targeted and requlred to labei themselves

as raclsts, sexlsts, etc. they can qulckly become defenSlve

thereby lost to the 'w'/ork; if the programs are too comfortable,

hard lssues getnever raised and the unaware raClsm goes

unchallenged. NCBI's prejudice reduction workshop model strives

for a proper balance by assisting participants to take risks

to raise tough issues violatingwithout their ofown sense

integrity and self-worth (Brown, 1990).

( 6 ) Anti-r3cism oroorams are most effectively conducted with

a hooeful. uobeat. sometimes even raucous tone. The effect.s of

discrimination are serious, and therefore many mistakenly assume

that effectlve anti-racism work requlres a deadly ser;ous approach.

In fact, the most empowering NCBI programs, ~here part~cipants ~eft

fight'::Jeager ::lgainst haveinstitu~10nali=ea alwaysracism,

included boisterous cheering and rio~ous laughter alongside more

sober moments. "'hen people come to a prejudice raduction workshop

motiv'ated by rear or painful emotion they are less able to continue
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taking powerful the needs NCBrleadership. Thougn great.,are

discourages mandatory diversity training programs for employees.

whereasResistant participants undermlne the spirit of the work,

voluntary participation is consistent with the desired upbeat tone

encouraged in all aspects of the program. aright fliers announcing

cfthe workshops 1 ; ke 1 y attract theare to 9reater segmen-r.s

flowers colorful wall the

workforce;

and hangings workshopIn

and theenvironment welcome participants to \'iork;anti-racism

singing together ~f liberation songs ex cresses a spirit ~f joy ln

chal1englng oppreSS10n.

Theory and Methodology

reduction modelThe NCBI was designed to assistPrejudice

ofunderstanding of the dynamicsparticipants to tocome an

institutionalized racism by working through a series of persona

existssmall explorations. A close correspondenceand group

of NCBr PreJudicethe thebetween theory and the methodology

Reduct.ion Model The principles governing each componentMazza).

first, by theof Model wi 11 followed groupthe be presented

activity which demonstrates each principle

The nature of human(1) Theory: The Formation of Stereotypes.

:Jfs1milarcatalogue plecesintelligence store andis to

information in order to make sense of the surrounding enVlronment

Prejudicial attitudes arise when one takes in misinforma~ion, often

particular3.bouT. aform of generalizations,simpiisticthein
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9roup.

Svery distorted piece or informa~ion concernlng another

group ;s stored as a litera recording, '/ery much ike a ohonogracn

record.

=verything about another group that has ever oeen heara

in casual theconversations, read in newspapers, seen n

cinemas, or culled from everyday life forms a part of the recording

(Jackins Even when subsequent persona experiences contradict

the negative recordings, the earlier stored misinforma~lon is

easily erased. Instead, the earlier recordings continue to exert

powerful, fororten unaware, nfluence on thinklng and aC~lon

All Gay people are unhappyexampie. .~ll Blacks are on welfare";

"All Jews are rich") An effective prejudice reduction program

will help participants first to identify and then to decrease the

influen~e of the recordings.

Participants are asked to explore

Method:

First Thoughts.

their first thoughts in regard to particular groups. Participants

in pairs and select an ethnic, racial, gender, or religiousmeet

grouo ~~ which neither partner belongs. Chooslng a group tQ which

nelther participant belongs gives ample permission for participants

to learn what recordings are actually stored without first editing

With each takingthe thoughts for fear of offending the partner.

a turn, ~ne partner says the name of the group; the other partner

thoughts.

his or her first uncensoredwithout hesitation, says

When :~ese thoughts are shared in a large group it becomes readily

apparent that everyone has internalized negative recordings about

ihe advantage of this process ;s the common discoverysome g:'"~Up.
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that everyone harbors nega~ive recorcings; ~\~ one person or group

~s s1ngled out for blame

(2) Theory: Intragroup Prejudic~ (Internalized Oppression).

Most prejudice reduction programs focus on the stereotypes people

have learned about groups other than their own. But one of the

most painful results of discrimination is when people internali:e

of these stereotypes and direc~ them against members of their

group. The externa :riticism becomes a cons-r.an-r. r"1terna

critique. resuiting in members of a group judging harsnly anyone

in their own group whom they fear might reenforce the negative

stereotype. A subtler manifestation of intragroup prejudice lS

the rigid self-monitored avoidance of particular (forbehavior

example, women who ne,'er allow themselves to express any dependency

needs). prejudices, which NCBIIntragroup internalizedterms

oppression, a major mechanism forare keeping oppressed groups

poweriess. .\s long as memcers of a group deplete their energles

by perpetuatlng internal divisions they are less likely to rally

the to challengepower institutionalized It

oppression.

lS

in whichimportant to help each participant to examine the ways

;nternal;zea oppression has kept one separate from one's own group.

s one prerequisite forWorking through intragroup divisions

Some may express concern ~hat t~ebuilding intergroup coalitl0ns.

exposure of intragroup stereotypes in the presence of others who

are not group members will rei nforce negati 'Ie stereo~ypesonly

however, that once people are given the opportunityNCBr has fauna,
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to witness the painful impact of internalized stereotypes, '.::.hey

gain a deeper appreciation of the heroic struggles of each group

in the face of oppression

Method: Internalized Oppression\Pride. In order to allow

participants to examine their own internalized stereotypes, they

are n pairs,instructed to meet to select a group to which they

belong, "Whatto point a finger at one's partner, and to say,

can't stand about For example,you rvour own arouol .,, s. ... a

Catholic might say, "','ihat r can't stand about you Cathol ics is your

preoccupation with si n! .. forAn important learning point

participants is that the negative thoughts one has about one's own

usually from prior negativederived the stereotypesgroup are

others have had about their group.

NCBI has found that once participants have aired many of the

negative feelings toward their they then can moreown groups,

Many find that releasingreadily express authentic group pride.

emotionally allowsthe them tocharged intragroup stereotypes

to claiming group pride. Participantsresistanceovercome any

but this time they express what theyreturn to the same partner,

the CatholicFor example,are proud of ~oncerning the same group.

"What I am most proud about being Catholic is the globalmay say.

vision of the Church

ARecognizing the Extent of Group Oppression.(3 )

Theory:

tenet of the NCBI prejudice reduction model thatisfundamental

human beings have to be mistreated systematically before they will
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Method: Caucus Reporting. Participants form caucuses of a

particular in which they3roup have experienced injury or

discrimination. The list of possible caucuses is proposeo by the

participants. Caucuses can be formed", for instance, around race,

ethn;city, class gender, job description,background, language,

sexual orientation, physicalreligion, characterlstics, or any

Each caucus is askedother issue that a participant may suggest.

to prepare a report, which the caucus then presents to the whole

~esponding to the question. """hat do you never ?gal n want.9roup.

others to say, think, or do toward your group?"

Change Linked to Sharing Personal(4) Theory: Attitudinal

The most effective communication ofIncidents of Discrimination.

the impact of racism is through the sharing of personal stories.

the merits of analytical data concerning thePeople can debate

they cannot as easily discountcontinuing existence of racism;

personal experiences of discrimination. ,~any such personal stories

evoke strong emotions in both the teller and the listener. What

oftelling of storiessurprising the;s consistently about

discrimination is the profound level at which many people are ready

to share painful memories. When a person is afforded the rare

the talecppor~unity to give voice to the experience of injury,

The storles are always compellingcommands the group's attention.

grief. Thepersonalconsiderablewith:Jften expressedones.

effect.tothe unique powerpersonal st.orles has"'c.elling of

Oftentimes the listener is s~irred toattitudinal change (Sales).
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recall parallel experiences, ~hich elicit a strong identificatio~

with the storyteller. The purpose of personal storyteiling ;s no~

reduce allto tough of~ntergrouc to the evel personallssues

counseling. Instead, one of the most effective ways to communicate

a universal principle the humanto presentis issue in terms

Research the key which haveon motlvating factors influenced

individuals to work against the oppression of groups relates to the

ability of individuals to simi larity between therecognize a

oppression of a particular grouc and incidents of discr1minat.icn

historles (Hoffman, 01inerin thelr own persona

The benefits of persona storytelling are not only restricted

to the istener. The storyteller also benefits in two principal

First,

ways.

better informedhe or she gains a number of new,

allies who are roused to fight against the oppression. Second, he

oftenshe able to heal internal pain by theor is the caused

original injury. The public of withsharing the incident the

attentlon of a carlng group of listeners enables the story~eller

that have often theto release the emotions been buried since

;nitia The emotional release ;s usua ly experienced asincident..

healing.

A number of participants are personallyMethod: Speak-Outs.

specificinvited the aboutto speak-out to entire group a

The request ~s always mace pr1va~ely,incident of discriminatlon.

-::.heaside from the pressure of in order respecT.tothe group,

individual's right to consider the request thoughtfully, to ask any

and to accept or declineclarifying questions about the process,
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the nv;tat;on freely. The Speak-Out format allows .the grouc to

focus on the more prevalent forms of institutionali:ed oppression

such sexism,as racism, 3.nti-Semitism, homophobia.3.nd In

succession three or four participants-are asked to speak in front

of the group, ~elating a specific incident of discrimination.

(5 ) Theory: Behavioral Change Requires Ski 11Effective

Training. One of the key principles of community organizing and

is that people willemDowermen~ tralning graduall:{ reclaim thelr

own power through the achievement of everyday, winnable victories.

In training people to claim power in combatting racism, NCBI has

found that the analogous, everyday, winnable victory in prejudice

remarks,reduction work is the interruption of oppressive jokes,

and slurs. These comments may not be the most institutionalized

forms of are often commonlydiscrimination, but they the most

experienced examples. Sales, Professor of Applied Social Research

at Boston University, was commissioned in 1984 by the Institute on

American Pluralism of the American Jewish Committee to test the

effectiveness of NCBr modelsworkshop college

campuses.

on

Participants in NCBI workshops were tested prior to each workshop

Sales found that participantsand then again six months later.

reported markea shifts in their interrupt oppressiveability to

participants who demonstrated anremarks and slurs. Moreover,

alsoremarksincreased ability to interrupt bigoted were

demonstrating an increased ability to initiate efforts to eradicate

Feelings of powerlessness underlie theinstitutionalized racism.
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reluctance of people to work against Providingmany racism.

administrators and staff '~ith practical skills that give them even

over their work environment is the firs~a small sense of contra

changes.

step toward achieving greater institutiona

When most people hear oppressive comments they tend to respond

in one of two ways. or theyThey either freeze and say nothing,

respond with self-righteous condemnation (example: Don't you ever

around me!") Neither is effectivesay that again response in

~heThe first tactic ~S a retrea~:achievlng attitudinal change.

person making the bigoted remark goes unchallenged ana the person

hearing the remark withdraws into self-reproach. The second tactic

is counterproductive: the person making the bigoted comment is put

into a defensive stance, unable to hear new information; the person

responding to the remark may feel empowered but mistakes a rebuke

In order to be effective, one mustas an effective intervention.

understand the psychological dynamics driving bigoted comments.

trainingThere informlng NCBr's skillare three prinClples

efforts to effect behavioral change regarding oppressive comments.

The first priniple is the debunking of the strangely consoling myth

distinctive group--fundamen~allyof the unreachable bigots, a

different--who are responsible for perpetuating the varied forms

rarelyTheof discrimination. broader picture ;sunsettling

of us harbor prejudices (see Firstconsldered; that 1S, that a

Thoughts above). A measure of the self-righteous condemnation in

reactl0n to another's bigoted comment may be traced to one's own

It ;s often easier to condemn another person than itinsecurity.
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is to face one's own pre,judicial attitudes. Painful as it may be.

an effective forstrategy interventionanti-racism is built on

reaching for a common humani~y with those who express bigotry.

The second principle ;s that it is useful to adopt the attitude

peopletoward making prejudicialwho remarks that theirare

comments are a call for help. So much attention is diverted to

stopping an offensive comment at all cost that little consideration

to the underlying forces generating the behavior.s given

ExcreSSlons of bigotry have their origins ln recordings of fear :r

To stop a person from saying a bigoted comment may curtail

injury.

an isolated effect but it does not address the underlying cause,

Such recordingsthe comments.the recordings which prompt

Instead of quicklyhealed by airing them. acting to silence a

person who makes a bigoted comment, a more effective strategy is

to employ a range of techniques that are designed to assist the

of careful listening, andhealing recordings (such humor,as

The thirc principle is the acknowledgementrespec~ful questions).

that the essential strategy in attempting to heal the prejudicial

recordings of others must begin by tending to one's own healing.

own painfulre-l;v;ng ofoften ourBigoted comments trigger a

confound clear thinking the present.inand therebyexperlences

another someable assist person,In order be

moment.

to to

preliminary attentlon must be given to healing disturbing memories

Once one can release the hostile feelings evoked byof one's own.

an oppressive comment, he or she is better able to intervene

produce a number cf creative responses.
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Method:

Role Playing How to Interrupt Bigoted

Comments.

remarks, and slurs

most frequently heard in the workplace. A representati'/e sample

is selected for demonstration front ofin the arge group. A

Firs't, in order to heal the blocks to effective thinking, the

by the commen1:. "';hen, the origina situation is role playea with

the participant being coached to withexperiment ofa range
effective responses.

Inter-group Conflict. Most anti-racism training programs emphasize

the reduction of bigoted attitudes and behaviors. Attitudina

change work, though essential, is not sufficient for building a

diverse work

environment.

Managers and staff learn,1eea :0

specific inter-group conflict resolution skills. There are many

affirmative action policies, drug testing, provisions for child

care, maternal and paternal leave, ,~andated prej ud ; ce reduction

programs, '::onducti ng business Africa,in South extension of

employee health care benefits to homosexua

partners.

Principled
people often hold opposlng positions on these

issues;

legitimate

differences, allhowever, too often ead to misunderstanding

tension, and inter-group polarization. Welcoming diversity in the
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workplace skil'must include the of coalition building:

ability to bring disparate groups together in order to identify

work toward allMany people too readily becomecommon goals.

Effectiveadvocates, poised to fight for their" polnts of view.

prejudice reduction leaderspeer at work those whoare can

articulate hear~felt concerns on all sides of a controversial issue

1984)and build bridges among discordant groups (Brown,

Method: Inter-Group Conflict Process. Participants select a

~ontroversial, 9motionally politicalchargea that"issue can t:e

framed in terms of a pro or con position. A spokesperson from

each side of the issue is invited to speak in front of the group.

After each spokesperson explains his or her position, the other

spokesperson repeats back with as much accuracy as possible what

he or she heard. Next, each spokesperson has a chance to ask a

clarifying question wi 11 information about thethat gather new

position of the other. The skill of asking a Question that will

surface ';nformation, which thetonew serves move discussion

Such questions only beforward, learn.to cans a hard one

entertained when one is willing to consider that new information

may lead to a revision of one's own initial position.

After opportunity toeach has beenspokesperson given an

issue to his or her satisfac~ion, a written listpresent the is

assembled of advanced both for andthe arguments against each

Participants meet in pairs first to consider what bothposition.

thein common and then to consider a way to reframesides have

The processoriginal question n light of their shared interests.
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involves the entire group in joint prOblem solving, ,-noving from

concern.

Developing The Team of Peer Trainers

Establishing
the termon9 success of these teams nvolves foura stage
implementation process Oliver and Slavin

A three fiveto
person leadership team, composed of represen~atives of differing

constituencies, first receives training from NCaI. One to

team attends ofone the semi-annual international

trainers'

institutes conducted by

NCBI.

Participating together
trainers'

learning together
how to lead the NCBr Prejudice Reduction Model.

After returning

needs of their institution. A chairperson is selected from among

the members of the leadership team in order to facilitate contac~

with NCaI and to convene meetings

Sta e 2: Hold;no the Peer Tra;n;n Seminar. The eadership

recruitsteam twenty-five to fifty participants f.:Jr threea t -'"'
eight day peer training seminar conducted by NCBr st.aff
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par-r.1C1pants fromare selected of thea diverse cross section

workforce, nclud;ng administrators,ine workers, deoartment.

heads.

and staff Itsupport ofis important to seek a. range

differences, including African-Americans, Asian-Americans, Latinos,

Ethnics,White Native-Americans,

Gays/Lesbians,

andJews, men

women, persons with disabilities, as well as others. Invoivement

the trainingin presupposes froman explicit commitment each

participant to lead a number of prejudice reduction workshops in

the coming year

The NCBI staff provides instruction in how to lead all of the

components of the NCBI Prejudice Reduction Model. Time ;s also

allocated to responding the difficultiesto that participants

anticipate in leading workshops in the workplace. Each participant

is offered foropportunity individual coachingan order toin

address his or her persona concerns

The members of the leadership leaders ofteam function as

sma 1 1 grouc practice sessions during the peer training seminar

Four or five times during the training they convene smal groups

where participants have an opportunity to practice eading various

parts of the prejudice reduction model and to receive supervision.

feeacack, and encouragement

Fo owing theStaqe 3: Ma;ntain;nq an Onqoinq SUDDort GroUD

of thethe eadersh;p teampeer :raining seminar, chairperson

often institution's training decar~mentn conjunction with the

convenes and leads regular support group sessions for a 1 of the

peer trainers.
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.~; rst.Meetings of the support grouD serve a twofold purpose.

they give all the peer trainers a safe place in which to continue

honing their prejudice reduction skills.eadership A key

component in the success of NCBI's work is providing an opportunity

for peer trainers to dentify and to heal the emotional blocks

which hinder them in leading workshops. Relying on prior training

from NCBI, the leadership team s able to assist the peer trainers

developing

their

in Theleadership. support group meetings

engender a spirit of camaraderie The peer trainers are movea by

each other's they each other

,. 

speak-outs" ;
cheer leadingon in

parts of the workshop model; and they develop a deeper, mutua

commitment to the success of the program.

Second, the support group meetings enable the peer trainers

to set new goals and strategies with an eye to effecting long range

organizational change

e 4: Follow-U Trainin ervision. NCBI usually

returns six months following the initial peer training seminar in

offerorder to further institutional

support.

Advanced

consultation 5 offered to the leadership team; NCBI serves as a

for ofresource the the systemwide effortreviewing status

They are ableSupervision sessions are held for the peer trainers.

to receive additional coaching in light ofindividua

leadersnip concerns that may have arisen in conducting work-related

programs

of public thatSome the and institutions r,aveprivate

following:NCBI include the;mplemen~ed peer training programs
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City Hosp;t.al, Douglass College, ,'-1assachuse'tts ofDepart.ment
Employment and Training, ~"aca 1 ester College, ,'.1ontgomery Coun-r.y
Government in Maryland, Oberlin College, The Pine Street Inn of

College, Williams College, The University of Chicago Rush Medica

Center, University of California at Berkeley, University of
Illinois at Champagne/Urbana, and the United States '3enera

Accounting '"'~f '

J I 1 ce. Further information '.:once rn , n 9 the

implementation of the peer training programs listed above can be

172 Brattle Street, Arlington, Massachusetts 02174,
617 646-5802.

The impact of the anti-racism work offered by peer training

The
peer ~raining approach is part of a

arger institutiona response
to racism. In a number of institutions every employee participates

in several welcoming diversity workshops each year;
and programs

have been held for professional associations, senior

administrators, and task forces. The peer workshops promote an

increased sense af well-being thein work community. Many
administrators and staff who never spoke to one another prior to

the trainings, establish a mutual commitment to improve the quality

of ife at work.

The peer ~raining team functions significantas a
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the grouc members caninstitutional resource in two ways. ;:;rst.

be called upon during crises ~O piay a mediating role. Second,

invaluableprovidecan consultation to administrators in

formulating policies on diversity issues. As public and private

institutions continue to attract a diverse workforce in the next

decade, the need for prejudice reduction peer training teams, who

'.Ai i 11teach onl'ytheir colleagues how to welcome diversity,

increase.
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